White space, unused TV spectrum, will be allowed for unlicensed use by wireless communication devices "the so called white space applications (WSAs)." WSAs retrieve a location-based spectrum map, a list of open white space channels, from a spectrum map server and can select one on the list as their operating channel for the broadband Internet access. However, since not only primary users such as TV broadcasting services use white space shortly or longly but also neighboring WSAs do, WSAs need to perform spectrum sensing that determines the occupancy status, either occupied or unoccupied, of white space channels and select one among the unoccupied channels according to the spectrum sensing results. In a conventional spectrum sensing, they can execute unnecessary spectrum sensing on the already occupied channels. This paper proposes a dynamic management framework of white space that extends a spectrum map to contain occupancy information with the assistance of WSAs. Our framework enables WSAs to avoid unnecessary spectrum sensing on the channels that are marked as occupied according to the extended spectrum map. In return for the provision of the spectrum map, a spectrum map server obtains the spectrum sensing results of associated WSAs to update the extended spectrum map about the channel occupancy status. Theoretical analysis indicates that the proposed framework can contribute to shortening the total spectrum sensing time of WSAs by up to 50%.
Introduction
In November 2008, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) [1] announced that white space applications (WSAs) or devices (WSDs) that do not interfere with primary users or applications such as TV broadcast services will be allowed to operate on white space, locally unused TV spectrum, for the wireless broadband Internet access. According to the FCC rules, WSAs should be able to connect to a public database server "a so-called spectrum map server" or another database server such as "a so-called radio resource management (RRM) server" that provides a location-based spectrum map. By retrieving the spectrum map of the current location, WSAs can implement the protection of primary users by performing spectrum sensing on the only channels that are open for unlicensed use according to the retrieved spectrum map. However, every location has the different number of open channels for WSAs, and primary users such as TV broadcasting services and wireless microphones can dynamically occupy unused channels. Thus, WSAs must perform spectrum sensing after retrieving the spectrum map of the current location whenever they start their service, their location changes, or they recognize the change of the wireless environments of white space. Multiple standard or industry-led groups such as IEEE [2] , White Space Database Group [3] , and ECMA [4] have been involved in developing white space standards.
The FCC rules are mainly focused on the protection of primary users and allow WSAs to share white space channels in compliance with spectrum etiquette that defines the basic rules in spectrum sharing among unlicensed WSAs. However, this spectrum etiquette has no authority to force selfish WSAs, which at least follow the FCC rules, to yield their 2 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking operating channel. According to [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , WSAs can find their operating channel in noncooperative ways such as dynamic frequency selection or dynamic frequency sharing without the assistance of neighboring WSAs. However, to increase the efficiency of channel selection, WSAs can find their operating channel using spectrum auction or leasing mechanisms that are managed by a spectrum management controller [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . For instance, a decentralized controller can conduct the spectrum map management of a local area while a centralized controller can provide spectrum map management over all areas. Regardless of the spectrum management techniques that WSAs depend on, we prefer the method that one WSA exclusively operates on one white space channel at one location. This exclusiveness is different to spectrum management of other unlicensed access networks such as WiFi, which permits multiple devices to operate on the same channel with less concerning for the collision or the service degradation with neighboring WiFi devices.
As a coordinated method of the above two approaches, multiple WSAs can share one channel using message-based spectrum contention [16] that schedules exclusive access in a promised set of data frames within a superframe. In addition, using transmit power control, WSAs can adjust their transmit power after negotiating with neighboring WSAs to generate less interference to neighboring WSAs. Newly joining WSAs will be pleased if anyone can inform which channels are unused at the current location of the WSAs. Based on this preference, we suggest extending the role of a spectrum server that provides not only a spectrum map but also the channel occupancy status, either occupied or unoccupied, with extra information. Using an extended spectrum map having the occupancy status, newly joining WSAs can reduce the scope of spectrum sensing from all white space channels to a small number of channels that are suspected to be unoccupied. As the return of the retrieved spectrum map, newly joining WSAs could send the spectrum sensing results to the spectrum server to assist the server in building and dynamically updating the spectrum map with the occupancy status extracted from the spectrum sensing results. Throughout this paper, the RRM server represents the spectrum server that provides the extended spectrum map. If any WSAs do not cooperate in constructing the dynamic spectrum map, their neighboring WSAs that are willing to provide their spectrum sensing results to the RRM server can detect these noncooperative WSAs at the same or neighboring location. In this case, the RRM server can recognize the existence of noncooperative WSAs from the spectrum sensing results of registered WSAs, which are neighbors of the noncooperative WSAs.
As a result of cross-layer cooperation between WSAs and the RRM server, newly joining WSAs with the dynamic spectrum map are capable of not only shortening the total spectrum sensing time but also decreasing interference to neighboring WSAs by reducing the possibility of miss detection. This paper consists of the following sections. Section 2 describes the dynamic spectrum map management architecture, technical challenges, and solutions. Section 3 explains the dynamic spectrum map management by exploring the extent to which the RRM server manages the dynamic spectrum map and the newly joining WSAs use the dynamic spectrum map in a channel selection. Section 4 explains the extent to which we conduct theoretical analysis and what analysis results we have. Section 5 summarizes our work.
Dynamic Spectrum Map Architecture
WSAs and the RRM server act as the main system components on the dynamic spectrum map architecture. Figure 1 depicts a network reference model of dynamic spectrum management. In this reference model, we do not support WSDs operating in adhoc mode, and client-based white space portable devices (WSPDs) that may have multiple licensed and/or unlicensed wireless interfaces can associate with one or multiple infrastructure-based white space access points (WSAPs). Depending on the purpose of WSPDs, we can have three types of client-based WSPDs, Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3, as depicted in Figure 1 . A Type 1 WSPD has licensed and unlicensed wireless interfaces while a Type 2 WSPD and a Type 3 WSPD have only white space interfaces. Thus, two WSPDs supporting different white space standards cannot communicate as depicted in a stop mark of Figure 1 . However, if neighboring WSAPs can support interfaces between WSAPs and the RRM server such as RRM-SU1, RRM-SU2, and RRM-SU3 in Figure 1 , they can offer the spectrum sensing results to the spectrum server and retrieve the spectrum map. The RRM server retrieving the spectrum sensing results of registered WSAPs builds the locationbased spectrum map containing the channel occupancy information.
Network Reference Model.

Structure of Spectrum Map.
The RRM server builds the spectrum map of every location, and let denote T = {t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t N } a list of white space channels when N is the total number of white space channels, and t i contains channel information, S, W, C, γ , of the ith channel. S = {0, 1} indicates whether the ith channel is occupied, one, or unoccupied, zero, and W presents what kind of standard or service is used when the ith channel is occupied. On white space channels, we can have primary users such as TV broadcasting services and wireless microphones that must be protected from white space applications. In addition, since heterogenous white space devices can coexist, thus, supporting coexistence of homogeneous and/or heterogenous white space devices become a major issue. In this paper, we consider transmit power control (TPC) as the only coexistence mechanism. We can use W of the ith channel that indicates a service type of devices operating on the ith channel, and we can use C of ith channel that indicates coexistence mechanisms supported and allowed by the WSAP operating on the ith channel. γ is a reliability index that scales the reliability of the presented channel information. Due to the inaccuracy of spectrum sensing techniques, the channel information of the spectrum map depending on the spectrum sensing results becomes inaccurate. Thus, WSAPs use γ as a barometer of the accuracy of the spectrum map. If γ is greater than a certain threshold, the WSAPs regard the given channel information as reliable. We present more details how to manage γ on Section 3. Along with the spectrum map, WSAPs manage a list of backup channels, B, that are not currently occupied but neighboring WSAPs regard them as their recovery channels to prepare the inevitable case of switching their operating channel. This event can occur in a case of the unexpected appearance of primary users on their current operating channel. Thus, the best channel selection is to find the channel that its channel occupancy is unoccupied and is not considered as the backup channel of neighboring WSAPs. The list of backup channels, B, is used in a channel selection procedure for checking above conditions.
Spectrum Map Lifecycle.
In the RRM server, as described in the previous section, every geolocation has its own spectrum map, and the spectrum map stays either in the learning stage or in the serving stage. When the RRM server creates the spectrum map of the new location, the new spectrum map starts from the learning stage. In the learning stage, the RRM server can figure out a usage pattern of white space channels through analyzing the spectrum sensing results retrieved from associated WSAPs operating in the new location, and then, the RRM server can update the spectrum map with the occupancy status, S, of white space channels. After the successful update, the spectrum map is maintained in the serving state, in which the RRM server can provide it to newly joining WSAPs while the RRM server continues to update the spectrum map with the retrieved spectrum sensing results from associated WSAPs.
In the serving stage, we have two approaches of retrieving the spectrum map: a centralized approach and a decentralized approach. The centralized approach is to retrieve the spectrum map from the RRM server while the decentralized approach is to retrieve it from neighboring WSAPs. Through coexistence beacon frames, WSAPs can broadcast their revised spectrum map that reflects the spectrum sensing results not only from their own spectrum sensing but also collected from their associated clients. Thus, the WSAPs that can interpret coexistence beacon frames of their neighboring WSAPs can update their spectrum map and spectrum sensing results with the spectrum map of their neighboring 4 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking WSAPs and provide their updated spectrum sensing results to the RRM server. The spectrum sensing results merging the spectrum sensing results of neighboring WSAPs can contribute to the increase in the accuracy of the spectrum map. However, when the accuracy of the spectrum map becomes less than a certain level, the spectrum map starts from the learning stage again. Figure 2 illustrates the general flow of channel selection conducted by newly joining WSAPs, and the selection consists of three operation phases: the preparation phase, the decision phase, and the monitoring phase. In the preparation phase, the newly joining WSAPs with the retrieved spectrum map build a list of white space channels targeted for spectrum sensing and execute spectrum sensing on channels included on the target list as the initial step of the decision phase. If they find one or more unoccupied channels from the spectrum sensing results, they select their operating channel among unoccupied channels, and if they succeed in spectrum access on the selected channel, they start their service in the active state on the channel. Otherwise, they execute the second spectrum sensing on the channels that were not included on the target list for the first spectrum sensing. In fact, since they can fail in spectrum access on their selected operating channel because of the inaccuracy of spectrum sensing, they continue to examine the next available channel among unoccupied channels until they succeed in spectrum access on the channel. However, if they fail in all attempts, they start from the preparation phase by redefining the target list for spectrum sensing. On the other hand, if they succeed in spectrum access on their selected operating channel, they immediately move to the monitoring phase and continue to monitor the wireless environments of their operating channel. They can also request associated white space clients to report their spectrum sensing results. In the monitoring phase, they prepare a case of switching their operating channel from the current one to another unoccupied channel because of the sudden appearance of primary users or their encounter with a low performance on the current operating channel for a certain time. Thus, activated WSAPs must periodically execute spectrum sensing on white space channels, and, thus, they can also provide the additional spectrum sensing results to the RRM server. Figure 3 illustrates the extent to which newly joining WSAPs perform a channel selection. Updating the spectrum map with the spectrum sensing results occurs on both the RRM server and the WSAPs. At the stage of building the target list of spectrum sensing, the WSAPs do not include occupied channels on the target list according to the spectrum map. For instance, they exclude the second channel and the other channels such as the fifth one on the target list as depicted in the second step of Figure 3 . After spectrum sensing, they now recognize that the occupancy status of some channels on the target list does not change while the occupancy status of the others changes. They apply these spectrum sensing results to the update of the spectrum map stored in their internal memory and deliver the updated spectrum sensing results to the RRM server in a report message as the most recent spectrum sensing results in the location where they operate.
General Flow of Spectrum Map Management.
Asynchronous Update of the Spectrum Map.
While the WSAPs rely on their own spectrum sensing results mostly, the RRM server believes the retrieved spectrum sensing results partly, which is proportional to the accuracy of spectrum sensing techniques. Since all WSAPs can have different spectrum sensing techniques, they can have the different accuracy of spectrum sensing results from diverse registered WSAPs. Thus, to handle this instability in the accuracy of spectrum sensing results, the RRM server manages the accuracy index, γ, that numerically scales the reliability of the occupancy status information of every white space channel on the spectrum map. Since newly joining WSAPs build a list of unoccupied channels for spectrum sensing in compliance with the retrieved spectrum map, spectrum sensing results include the current occupancy status of the only channels on the target list. Thus, the update of the occupancy status with the spectrum sensing results from one WSAP is not applied to all white space channels. In other words, the update of the occupancy status of every channel occurs asynchronously with the spectrum sensing results retrieved from the diverse accuracy of spectrum sensing techniques, and that is the reason why the RRM server maintains γ per channel. The RRM server has multiple ways of calculating the accuracy index of a channel depending on whether the channel is included on the target list for spectrum sensing and whether the channel was selected as the operating channel. As depicted in the bottom of Figure 3 , if a newly joining WSAP selected the ith as its operating channel, the calculation of the accuracy index for the ith channel has two ways, Update-1 and Update-2, depending on success in spectrum access. Otherwise, except the operating channel, for the channels included on the target list such as the first channel in Figure 3 , the RRM server calculates the accuracy index with Update-3. For the rest of channels excluded on the target list, the RRM server calculates the accuracy index with Update-4. We describe more details of calculating the accuracy index on Section 3.1.
Technical Challenges and Solutions.
In the extension of the RRM server, maintaining a radio resource map that matches the real radio environments of white space channels for all locations will constitute multiple technical challenges. For one, the RRM server should have a large number of WSAPs that connect to the RRM server. Depending on the density of activated WSAPs at a location, the change in the channel occupancy status will occur either dynamically or slowly. If the RRM server has only a few WSAPs that inform the server about a change in the channel occupancy in a densely populated area, the RRM server cannot build a reliable radio resource map or the spectrum map that reflects the latest occupancy status of white space channels. Another challenge is that the spectrum map depends on the accuracy of spectrum sensing since all WSAPs determine the channel occupancy based on spectrum sensing results.
As the accuracy of spectrum sensing increases, the accuracy of the spectrum map increases. However, the RRM server cannot always retrieve the spectrum sensing results of high spectrum sensing techniques since heterogenous WSAPs have their different target applications and/or spectrum sensing techniques. Thus, the RRM server obtains diverse spectrum sensing results that contain the rather different radio environment reports in the same location. In addition, although previous researches studied the evaluation metrics of spectrum sensing based on the characteristics of spectrum sensing techniques such as energy detection [17] and feature detection [18] , they do not numerically scale the values of evaluation metrics. For example, Table 2 .2 of [9] presents a comparison of multiple spectrum sensing detectors, which summarizes the characteristics of multiple spectrum sensing detectors with three properties: computational complexity, sensitivity to synchronization errors, and robustness to noise uncertainty. They only define evaluation values to be relative comparison to each detector as High or Moderate, and, thus, the RRM server cannot use these evaluation values to update the accuracy index of channels on the spectrum map.
To resolve the first challenge, which requires a certain large number of registered WSAPs for a high reliability of the spectrum map, we need to invent a way of analyzing the real environments of white space channels with the assistance of only registered WSAPs until they reach the certain number. Thus, we suggest that the RRM server conducts the analysis of network environments of white space channels based on the retrieved spectrum sensing results from registered WSAPs. Through monitoring the change of the occupancy status of white space channels, the RRM server can estimate the density of WSAPs, and Section 3.1 describes the extent to which the RRM server does it. A keyword in the second and third challenges is heterogeneity 6 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking in spectrum sensing techniques, and based on this keyword, we can redefine two challenges into the following problems: the support of spectrum sharing between heterogeneous WSAPs and the accuracy management of the spectrum map. Since heterogeneous WSAPs cannot directly communicate or perform cooperative spectrum sharing mechanisms, we suggest that the RRM server acts as a main coordinator of supporting spectrum sharing and managing the accuracy of the spectrum map with the assistance of registered WSAPs.
Dynamic Spectrum Map Management
The RRM server can effectively lead dynamic spectrum map management by accommodating any type of WSAPs having different access standards as long as they can communicate with the RRM server.
Spectrum Map Information Management.
To support spectrum sharing between heterogeneous WSAPs and to manage the accuracy of the spectrum map, the RRM server should be able to analyze the real network environments of white space channels from the spectrum sensing results of registered WSAPs. Thus, we suggest that the RRM server collects the following parameters:
(i) the number of WSAPs that made the report messages of the spectrum sensing results,
(ii) the number of occupied channels and detected neighboring WSAPs from each report message, (iii) the number of the activation and the deactivation of WSAPs, (iv) the duration time of one channel to be occupied with the start and end times.
Once the RRM server finishes the collection of the above parameters, the RRM server can estimate the following parameters:
(i) the average duration time of one channel to be occupied,
(ii) the average number of occupied channels and detected neighboring WSAPs, (iii) the average interarrival time between two report messages, (iv) the average number of report messages during a predefined duration.
The RRM server will use R to that represents the average interarrival time between two report messages to decide a wait time for a next report message. In addition, by simply dividing the average duration time by the average interarrival time, the RRM server can estimate the average number of simultaneously activated WSAPs that connect to the RRM server (N α ). Meanwhile, using the average number of occupied channels and detected neighboring WSAPs, the RRM server can also estimate the average number of neighboring WSAPs, N β . We define the ratio of the two numbers, ν = N α /N β , that represents the percentage of the total number of WSAPs that connect to the RRM server. Thus, for a high accuracy of spectrum sensing, ν should approaches 1. With a calculated ν, we suppose the network environment of white space channel in the location of WSAPs. Every channel information of the spectrum map includes the accuracy index, γ, that numerically scales the reliability of the occupancy status of the channel in the spectrum map. Let γ i denote γ of the occupancy status of the ith channel. When the RRM server creates the spectrum map of all the locations for the first time, it sets γ to zero for all channels. Now, the RRM server, which retrieves the spectrum sensing results of the ith channel at a location for the first time, initializes γ i with the probability of detection, P d , of spectrum sensing techniques of the WSAP that reported the spectrum sensing results. After the server updates γ i once, the server updates γ i in two different situations, before and just after retrieving a report message. Until the server retrieves a next report message from any WSAP at location L within R to time, which follows the exponential distribution as depicted in Figure 4 (a), the server applies the exponential decrease in γ i of location L with the following equation:
where γ 0 i for the ith channel is initialized with γ s (= P d of spectrum sensing of the WSAP sent the first spectrum sensing results), and x is given by t/R to when t is the duration time of the consecutive expirations of R to timers. If the server fails to retrieve an expected next report message and instead, retrieves a sign of the expiration of the R to timer, the server restarts the new R to timer after updating γ i with (1).
However, when the server retrieves a report message before the R to timer is expired, the server has three choices of updating γ i : no change as depicted in Update 1 of Figure 4 (b), initialization with a given γ s (= P d ) as depicted in Update 2/3, or initialization with one as depicted in Update 4. The first choice, Update 1, is that the RRM server does not update γ i if the retrieved report message does not have the spectrum sensing results of the ith channel at location L since WSAPs did not execute spectrum sensing on the ith channel. The second choice, Update 2/3, is that the RRM server updates γ i with P d of spectrum sensing techniques of the WSAP that sent the report message since the WSAP selected the ith channel as its operating channel, but the WSAP failed in spectrum access on the channel. The second choice also includes the case of updating γ i of all channels except the operating channel included in the spectrum sensing results. The third choice, Update 4, is that the RRM server updates γ i with one, which indicates that the accuracy of spectrum sensing of the WSAP is reliable since spectrum access on the ith channel was successful. Since the update of γ occurs asynchronously, γ of all channels can differ at any time. Now, we have five ways of updating γ consisting of one way in a case of the expiration of the R to timer and four ways, Update −1/2/3/4, in a case of the retrieval of the report message containing the spectrum sensing results. for spectrum sensing, and inside the algorithm, γ i is used to decide whether the algorithm includes the ith channel on the target list, which the spectrum map marked as unoccupied. If γ i is greater than a certain threshold, χ, the algorithm regards the occupancy status information, S, of the ith channel on the spectrum map as reliable. Thus, the algorithm includes the ith channel on the target list of spectrum sensing, ST, if S is zero. In addition, the algorithm also includes any occupied channels, but if the white space standard, W, of the newly joining WSAPs is same as the standard, W d , of neighboring WSAPs, which were previously detected by other WSAPs in the same location, operating on the ith channel. This addition is designed to collect beacon frames of neighboring WSAPs and prepare an inevitable case of performing coexistence mechanisms because of the absence of unoccupied channels. In this [16] [17] [18] [19] , the size of CS can be greater than one, which means that we have multiple unoccupied channels. In the second step, the algorithm calls the selOneFromMultiples function that selects one channel among multiple ones.
Spectrum Map Creation
In selOneFromMultiples, the algorithm attempts to find any candidate channel that is also not detected as the backup channel for neighboring WSAPs. The previous operation can find one or more candidate channels, which are unoccupied and not backup channels of neighboring WSAPs. In this case, the function simply returns the first channel as shown in the line 27. However, if all unoccupied channels are backup channels for neighboring WSAPs, the function randomly selects one of them as shown in line 29. The WSAPs perform spectrum access on the selected operating channel, and if it is successful, they move to the active state to provide the broadband Internet access for their customers along with the update of the spectrum map. Otherwise, they repeat the new channel selection procedure, which executes Algorithm 2 and performs spectrum access on a new selected operating channel, after deleting the current operating channel from ST s .
When the size of CS is less than one, which means that the algorithm failed in searching any unoccupied channel, the algorithm can conduct TPC if γ s (= P d ) is greater than χ or the second spectrum sensing on channels that were not included on ST of the first spectrum sensing. However, If the WSAPs failed in the second spectrum sensing, they can finally decline their activation and wait until some channels are released, or as shown in line 17, they can also conduct TPC.
Spectrum Map Update Procedure.
Regardless of success or failure in spectrum access, the WSAPs execute Algorithm 3 that updates the retrieved spectrum map with the spectrum sensing results. Along with T and ST s , the algorithm obtains the values of ind and ac parameters as the results of the channel selection and spectrum access procedures. Ind represents the success or the failure of spectrum access, and ac represents a channel number of the operating channel.
The algorithm updates γ of the channels on T with the above update rules as shown in lines 8-13 and also updates the S and W fields of the channels on T if spectrum access was successful and the accuracy of spectrum sensing is greater than or equal to χ as shown in lines 15-16. In fact, the algorithm executed in the WSAPs does not conduct lines 6-14 because the RRM server is only responsible for updating γ. However, as shown in lines 15-16, the algorithm in the WSAPs updates S and W fields, which are internally stored in the WSAPs, and the WSAPs use the updated local spectrum map in a next channel selection or switching until they retrieve the newlyupdated spectrum map from the RRM server or the new spectrum map of the new location as the WSAPs move to the new location. While the WSAPs operate in the active state, they perform a periodic spectrum sensing on their operating channel and another channel regardless of the occupancy status of the other channel as the WiFi devices do. For example, 802.11 a/g devices can scan 11 channels within the default 180 seconds (50 ms scan time on each channel every 16 seconds). The same approach on WSAPs can amend a corrupted spectrum map indicating a particular channel as occupied, but the channel is in fact unoccupied. This amendment takes a little longer time than the case that the newly joining WSAPs execute the second spectrum sensing against the channels excluded from the first spectrum sensing. Through a periodic scan, our proposed framework builds more reliable spectrum map as more spectrum sensing on the active state continues. To validate the retrieved spectrum map results, the RRM server will only accept the spectrum sensing results from registered WSAPs. However, this paper does not provide specific identification schemes, which is beyond the scope of this paper. In addition, to resolve conflicts that can occur because of the diverse spectrum sensing results from heterogeneous WSAPs having different spectrum sensing techniques, the RRM server prefers the most recent spectrum sensing results of spectrum sensing techniques having a high accuracy.
Theoretical Analysis
For theoretical analysis of the proposed dynamic spectrum management framework, we adopt the M/G/m/m queueing model to define the M/B/N/N model as the evaluation model of dynamic spectrum management. In our M/B/N/N queueing model, M indicates that the activation of newly joining WSAPs follows a Poisson distribution, and B indicates that a service duration time follows a bounded Pareto distribution. With the N number of white space channels, the second N indicates that newly joining WSAPs will fail in finding unoccupied channels if the number of activated neighboring WSAPs is greater than N. In addition, Table 1 shows the values of parameters for evaluating dynamic spectrum management. We refer to the duration time of speech of 120 seconds as the minimum session duration time [19] and 12 times the duration time to watch web videos [20] , 192 × 12 seconds, as the maximum session duration time. A newly joining WSAP will send one report message to the RRM server since the WSAP should connect to the RRM server to retrieve the spectrum map. Since the average interarrival time of two consecutive report messages follows an exponential distribution, its probability density function (pdf) is expressed as E(T arr ) = 1/δ = 1/ρπR 2 , in which δ is the average number of active WSAPs, ρ is the density of the WSAPs, and R is the average distance of service coverage. The pdf of the service duration time, which follows the bounded Pareto distribution, is expressed as
where ω is 1.2 [21] . With k and p in Table 1 , we have E(T arr ) = 333 seconds, and μ = 10.8 is calculated by 3600/E(T arr ). We estimate the blocking probability, P B (δ, μ), and the expected number of active WSAPs, E N (δ, μ), using the following equations:
In our analysis, instead of δ, N β represents the average number of WSAPs, which is expressed as
where ϕ is a duty cycle of WSAPs, and ρ = m/A is the density of WSAPs, in which m is the average number of WSAPs, and A is the unit area. This paper sets ϕ to one, which means one call per hour for every WSAP. Even though ϕ is one in theoretical analysis, the activities of spectrum allocation and release are based on one service life cycle. For example, E(T d ) in Table 1 
In fact, depending on the accuracy of spectrum sensing or the probability of detection, P d , newly joining WSAPs cannot successfully detect the E(N β ) number of neighboring WSAPs. Thus, we define E (N β ), which reflects the accuracy of spectrum sensing in the calculation of the expected number of detected neighboring WSAPs. The following equation is used to calculate E (N β ):
where P i is the probability of the occupancy of the ith channel at any time, and P f is the probability of false alarm. If WSAPs attempt to access all channels equally, P i becomes equal to E(N β )/N, and we have a simplified
However, spectrum sensing, which can detect unoccupied channels as occupied because of miss detection, can detect occupied channels as unoccupied because of false alarm. Thus, we can calculate the number of channels misjudged by spectrum sensing with the following equation:
Using E (N β ) and N e , we define the spectrum sensing reliability index (SSRI), which is given by
and in theoretical analysis, we use R s as χ in the algorithms.
Accuracy of Extended Spectrum Map.
Since the performance of the proposed framework relies on the accuracy of the extended spectrum map, we studied the extend to which R s is affected by the environments of white space and the accuracy of spectrum sensing. According to (8) , P d , P f , ρ, μ, and E(N β ) are key parameters for evaluating the performance of R s . Thus, we define previous five parameters as the evaluation parameters for R s and the values of the parameters for the analysis of the performance of R s . By applying the values to (8), we evaluate the extend to which our framework performs according to R s . Figure 5 (a) illustrates the expected number of occupied channels for P d = 1 and P f = 0 when the density of WSAPs (ρ), the average rate of service time (μ), and the expected number of simultaneously activated WSAP, E(N β ), are known. With μ = 10.8 and N = 30, the expected number of occupied channels reaches around half of 30 when ρ reaches approximately 0.004. In the case of N = 50, the expected number reaches around half of 50 when ρ reaches approximately 0.006. Based on this observation, we decide the range of the density of WSAPs for the theoretical analysis of spectrum sensing from 0.002 to 0.02, and we regard ρ beyond 0.008 for N = 30 and 0.012 for N = 50 as the situation in which most channels are occupied.
With given P m (= 1 − P d ), P f , ρ, μ, and E(N β ), we analyzed the extent to which they affect R s . As depicted in Figure 5 (b), with P m = 0.01 and P f = 0.01, the difference of E(N β ) and E (N β ) is about one channel. Even with a high probability such as P m = 0.1 and P f = 0.05, the difference between E(N β ) and E (N β ) is less than five for N = 30 and N = 50. Thus, we disregard the impact of miss detection or false alarm in the calculation of the number of detected neighboring WSAPs in theoretical analysis. Figure 5(c) illustrates the calculated R s with P i = E(N β )/N. With a low probability of miss detection and a low probability of false alarm, R s has a bigger value than R s with a high probability. For example, with P m = 0.01 and P f = 0.01, R s is greater than 0.9 for both N = 30 and N = 50 while R s for P m = 0.1 and P f = 0.05 is less than 0.8 and 0.5 for N = 30 and N = 50, respectively. R s with ρ = 0.008, which approaches 0.5 for N = 30, approaches 0.5 for N = 50 with ρ = 0.012. According to the observation of the (c) label in Figure 5 (a), E(N β ) reaches almost N = 30 and 50 at ρ = 0.008 and 0.012, respectively. Thus, the analysis indicates that the RRM server can provide a reliable spectrum map when R s is greater than 0.4, and we set the threshold, χ, used in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 for γ to 0.4 in our analysis. We do not evaluate the performance of the proposed framework with R s < 0.4.
Probability of Success in Channel Search.
With a typical spectrum sensing approach, we can estimate the probability of success in a channel search with the following equation:
where S n is a set of channels from 1 to N, and S k c is a set of k chosen channels that are marked as unoccupied as the cth combination among all possible ways of choosing k channels from N total channels. P s is zero when E(N β ) is greater than or equal to N, and channel reusability, which can accommodate more WSAPs than the E(N β ) number of WSAPs at one location, is beyond the scope in this paper. However, with the extended spectrum map, we have two steps of spectrum sensing: the first spectrum sensing and the second spectrum sensing. Thus, we cannot use (9) to calculate the probability of success in a channel search with the extended spectrum map. Let P i (t) denote the probability of the occupancy of the ith channel at time t. Thus, at any time t, P i (t), which we refer to as occupied or unoccupied according to the spectrum sensing results, for occupied channels should be P d while P i (t) for unoccupied channels should be P f . In addition, we can calculate the number of channels on ST by N − E(N β ). Between two report messages, over a Δt period, we can estimate the number of the newly activated neighboring WSAPs by ψ(Δt) = Δt/E(I β ), where E(I β )(= 1/N β ) is the interarrival time of the activation of two neighboring WSAPs with N β . These activations can occur without the notification of the RRM server. In other words, the newly joining WSAPs that are not registered to the RRM server probably occupy ψ(Δt) channels among N − E(N β ) unused channels. This unawareness of the activation of unregistered WSAPs can be possible since old-style WSAPs prefer a conventional spectrum map server instead of the RRM server. In general, since the newly joining WSAPs search their operating channel among unoccupied channels, we can 12 EURASIP Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking estimate the number of unoccupied channels after Δt from time t with the following equation:
In (10), we are not concerned with E(N β ) ≥ N since that is beyond the scope of this paper. In fact, this paper assumes that the WSAPs can find at least one or more unoccupied channels after performing spectrum sensing, which means that E(N β ) is always less than N. Now, using (9) and (10), we estimate the probability of success in finding unoccupied channels in the first spectrum sensing with the following equation:
where e φΔt aims to reflect the degradation of R s , P d is the probability of detection of WSAPs that prefer spectrum sensing with the extended spectrum map, and R s (t) is the R s of the WSAP sending the report message at time t. With 1/N α , we estimate E(I α ), that is, the interarrival time of two report messages with N α , which is the average number of WSAPs that connect to the RRM server.
In our analysis, we estimate N α with a given ν (ν = N α /N β ). In addition, φ is a scale parameter that controls a degradation range. For example, as φ approaches zero, R s (t)/e φΔt decreases more smoothly compared to the case of φ approaching one. As registered WSAPs increase E(I α ) approaches E(I β ), and, thus, φ approaches zero. This coincides in the fact that the RRM server can trust more the spectrum map with a high ν than the spectrum map with a low ν. With a low ν, since E(I α ) becomes greater than E(I β ), φ approaches one resulting in a bigger decrease of R s (t)/e φΔt . While neighboring WSAPs that do not enroll in the RRM server occupy ψ(Δt) channels among N − E(N β ) unused channels, some activated WSAPs will release their operating channel during the Δt time, which will increase the probability of success in the second spectrum sensing. In fact, we expect that Δtμ/3600 channels will be released during the Δt time. However, if Δtμ/3600 is greater than ψ(Δt), newly joining WSAPs will occupy the channels released during the Δt time, resulting in no change between P i (t + Δt) and P i (t). While P f s (t, Δt) represents the expected probability of success in the first spectrum sensing, P f s (t) represents the highest probability of success in spectrum sensing if all the channels on ST remain in the current occupancy status, occupied. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) with ν = 0.8 and R s = 0.9 illustrate that the probability of success in a channel search approaches 80% when ρ is less than or equal to 0.008 for N = 30 and 0.012 for N = 50. Thus, we can have a high probability of success in a channel search in Table 2 : The expected success probability of the second spectrum sensing, P ss (t), with R s = 0.9, R = 120 m, and N = 30. the first spectrum sensing until ρ becomes greater than the saturation point. In addition, with a low R s such as ν = 0.4 under a low population such as ρ = 0.004 or 0.006, WSAPs with the extended spectrum map can still perform around 80% success in a channel search in the first spectrum sensing. However, the RRM server, which fails to receive the spectrum sensing results of WSAPs within a certain time such as R to , cannot properly update γ, resulting in a low chance of success in the first spectrum sensing with a rather unreliable spectrum map. When the RRM server has the expiration of the R to (= E(I α )) timer, the RRM server restarts the timer while γ of all channels in the spectrum map exponentially decreases. Figure 6 (d) illustrates the extent to which P f s decreases if the RRM server fails in retrieving the next expected report message. Nevertheless, the decrease in P f s with a low ρ such as 0.002 or 0.004, is insignificant as depicted in the (a) label of Figure 6 (d) even after the RRM server has the third consecutive expiration of an R to timer. However, we can observe the drastic decrease in P f s with a high ρ. For instance, as depicted in the (c) label of Figure 6 (d), P f s with a high ρ is already less than or equal to 0.3 at the first timer expiration. When the WSAP fails in the first spectrum sensing, the WSAP launches the second spectrum sensing against either all channels or channels that were not included on ST. This paper assumes that on the second spectrum sensing, the WSAP excludes the channels included on ST of the first spectrum sensing. During the Δt time, P i (t+Δt), i ∈ S n −ST, for occupied channels is expressed as
Using (12), the probability of success in a channel search on the second spectrum sensing, P ss , is expressed as
As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , as ρ increases, P ss increases until ρ meets the saturation point, for example, 0.008. After the saturation point, since any new arrivals should be denied because of the absence of unoccupied channels, the 
Time periods between two report messages
Success probability of channel search (P second spectrum sensing could achieve no more increase in performance. Compared to the case of WSAPs with a shorter service distance, with a longer service distance, P ss of WSAPs, which experienced the failure of the first spectrum sensing at early time, increases. The previous observation indicates that the proposed framework can provide stable and predictable performance as long as we have proper operation parameters such as ρ and ν for every location through the learning stage of the spectrum map for all locations. In addition, while the enhanced accuracy of spectrum sensing techniques can contribute to improving the accuracy of the spectrum map, the proposed framework can also contribute to the improvement as more WSAPs register to the RRM server. The analysis shows that we need over 40% of all WSAPs that register to the RRM server and provide their spectrum sensing results. 
Average Spectrum Sensing Time.
We estimate the expected total spectrum sensing time with a conventional spectrum sensing approach, which scans all white space channels, with the following equation: E(T ss ) = N ×t s , where t s is a time that takes for sensing one channel. We calculate the expected total spectrum sensing time with the proposed dynamic spectrum management, E(T ss )(t), using (14) , as the sum of the expected time in the first spectrum sensing and the expected time of the second spectrum sensing E(T ss )(t) = N − E N β t s + 1 − P f s (t) E N β t s . (14) In the first spectrum sensing, the number of channels on ST is N − E(N β ), and thus, the average time in the first spectrum sensing is calculated by (N − E(N β ))t s . Since the number of channels for the second spectrum sensing is E(N β ), the average time in the second spectrum sensing is calculated by E(N β ) t s . Figures 7(a) and 7(b) illustrate the expected spectrum sensing time with ν = 8.0 and t s = 10 ms [4] . In contrast to 300 ms (=10 ms × 30 channels) of the conventional approach, with the extended spectrum map, the expected spectrum sensing time, E(T ss )(t), is below 300 ms. In addition, as ρ approaches the saturation point, E(T ss )(t) decreases. For example, in Figure 7 (a), E(T ss )(t), which does not change until ρ approaches 0.008, decreases after ρ becomes greater than 0.008, which we can also observe in Figure 7 (b). In addition, E(T ss )(t) with ν = 0.4 is below 200 ms, as depicted in Figure 7 (c), with ρ = 0.002 and ρ = 0.006. However, from ρ = 0.008, we can observe increase in E(T ss )(t) since a low ν results in a low P f s because the expiration of the R to timer can highly occur. The previous observations indicate that increase in the number of WSAPs supporting the extended spectrum map can shorten the total spectrum sensing time under the condition that newly joining WSAPs can find at least one or more unoccupied channels (ρ < a saturation point).
Burden of Updating the Spectrum Map.
We expect that the extended spectrum map requires only dozen bytes to be added to a message that WSAPs use to connect to a conventional spectrum map server when they start their operation.
The added bytes will be used to indicate the occupancy status of all white space channels, and our proposed framework requires one more connection to the RRM server compared to a conventional approach. The conventional retrieval of the spectrum map occurs once when WSAPs starting their service while our proposal requires two retrievals when WSAPs connect and disconnect to the RRM server. Let denote bw the number of bits in the message for the conventional retrieval of the spectrum map, and, then, we can calculate the total bandwidth of retrieving the spectrum map with bw × ρ. Our scheme requires 2 × ρ × (bw + (N × size(S, W, C, γ)), where size (S, W, C, γ) is the number of bits for storing channel information for one white space channel, and 2 means that our scheme updates two times related to the activation and the deactivation of WSAPs. In addition, we expect that computational complexity is ignorable since channel information is simply updated using Algorithm 3, and updating the accuracy index, γ, is also not complicated.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the dynamic spectrum map management framework that can enhance the efficiency of spectrum sensing with the cooperation between white space access points (WSAPs) and the extended spectrum map server, the RRM server. The RRM server that manages a location-based spectrum map can assist WSAPs to shorten the total spectrum sensing time. Since the accuracy of the spectrum map depends on the accuracy of spectrum sensing techniques, the RRM server should acquire the assistance from a certain number of WSAPs that provide their spectrum sensing results of a higher accuracy of spectrum sensing techniques. Theoretical analysis indicates that for the high accuracy of the spectrum map, the number of WSAPs supporting the proposed framework should be greater than 0.4 times the total number of all registered and unregistered WSAPs to the RRM server. In addition, the theoretical analysis indicates that we can save up to 50% of the expected total spectrum sensing time as the number of registered WSAPs increases.
The proposed framework assists not only newly joining WSAPs to improve their starting operation with the shortened total spectrum sensing time, but also already activated WSAPs to shorten their intermediate spectrum sensing time in the active state. Upon detecting unexpected appearance of primary users, all WSAPs perform spectrum sensing while their session is alive. For instance, in [4] , WSAPs perform spectrum sensing at least once every 60 seconds, and within two seconds, WSAs are to vacate their operating channel if they detect the appearance of any primary users on their operating channel. To minimize the burden of spectrum sensing in every 60 seconds, we expect that WSAPs will scan their operating channel and one more channel, instead of all channels, at each periodic scan as the WiFi devices do. WSPAs can use the saved time to transmit more user data as a result of decrease in the number of channels for spectrum sensing. With the assistance of the proposed framework, activated WSAPs can recognize the appearance of primary users if neighboring WSAPs informed the RRM server of the existence of primary users. This cooperation between WSAPs and the RRM server can contribute to the early vacancy from white space channels. Based on these observations, we expect that the proposed cross-layer framework that integrates WSAPs and the RRM server can enhance the dynamic spectrum map management through the life cycle of the spectrum map.
